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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this task was to provide a data base for four previ~usly. developed scenari~~ 
and to examine new meaningful scenarios. A consider~ble amount ?f pictorial ~ata w~s gat~er~ 
and analyzed, and some refinement of the four previously establ.ls~ed sc~narlo.s wa~ ma e .. n 
addition several variations of a new scenario were developed d(~plctlng prISon situations which 
~ppe~r s'uitable for the employment of less-lethJI weapons. F~rther testing of the ~dequa? ~f 
these scenarios was performed by utilizing them to exercise the relevant portions 0 t e 
Evaluation Model. A general analysis was performed to determine .which less-lethal weapons wer~ 
applicable to each scenario and to indicate areas of improvement In terms of the development 0 

new less-lethal weapons. 

To date, five standard civil scenarios have been developed for use in t~e evaluation of 
less-lethal weapons. Some criteria and parameters of interest have been established for future 
work in th is area. 
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STANDARD SCENARIOS FOR THE LESS-LETHAL WEAPONS 

EVALUATION MODEL 

INTRODUCTION 

Objectives 

The objective of the task on Scenario Development and Analrsis was twofold: 

a. Substantiating and refining existing scenarios, and 

b. Discovering whether efforts to develop other scenarios might be fruitful. 

Purpose of Scenarios 

a. Before proceeding with a discourse on the work performed under this task, it would be 
beneficial to provide some background information and indicate the utility of the scenarios in the 
evaluation process. 

b. First, let us answer the question: Why do we need scenarios? The scenarios allow one to 
isolate criteria and variables which will have a direct bearing on evaluating the effectiveness of the 
items under consideration. The scenario forms a standard basis for evaluation. It sets the criteria 
for estimating the probabilities of occurrence of both the "desirable" and "undesirable" effects 
of less-lethal weaponry. The scenario gives detailed information such as time to incapacitation, 
the definition of incapacitation, acceptable undesirable effects, etc. It also establishes physical 
conditions and restraints such as type of target, distance to target, and other environmental 
factors. Most of all, a given scenario provides a standard basis for comparing weapons, since it 
prevents the common error of redefinition of the problem midway through an evaluation or 
ant.\lysis. 

c. The importance of scenarios is recognized by those responsible for doctrine (such as U. S. 
Army doctrine for civil disturbance), as well as by those engaged in evaluating various weapons 
systems. For example, 16 general Army scenarios/situations have been developed, in addition to 
the 3 basic Army scenarios developed for evaluatirg less-lethal weapons and have been presented 
in the Annex to Appendix C of the basic volume on the evaluation of less-lethal weapons. The 
four basic civil scenarios developed previously have been updated and are included in Appendix A 
of th is report. 

1 "A Multidisciplinary Technique for the Evaluation of Less-Lethal Weapons." Vol. 'I, Draft ~cport, 
July 1973. 
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General Evaluation Model 

a. For those unfamiliar with the overall evaluation scheme for less-lethal weapons, as 
presented in the above referenced volume, the steps in the evaluation procedure essentially 

consist of: 

(1) Choosing a standard scenario. 

(2) Establishing a data base on weapon/munition characteristics for conditions of the 

scenario. 

(3) Establishing a data base on target effects, in terms of physiological-damage levels, 

ror weapon/munition utilization. 

(4) Using data bases established in steps (2) and (3) above to estimate probabilities for 
both IIdesirable" and "undesirable" effects for the chosen scenario. 

b. The following criterion has been used to data for determining the "undesirable" effects 
for all civil scenarios: HUndesirable effect is that anatomical and/or functional effect which 
persists longer than 24 hours and prevents an individual from performing routine daily tasks 
and/or produces permanent impairment as defined by the American Medical Association (AMA) 
ratings." It is readily apparent that morc stringent or less stringent criteria could be established, 
dependent, of course, on the effort available for evaluation purposes. However, until more 
emphasis is given to the area of evaluating less-lethal weapons, it is suggested that the above 
criterion be utilized for consistency. Using this criterion also makes the results obtained under 
this program directly comparable to those obtained under the military civil-disturbance programs. 

c. The work performed under this task thus generally follows the evaluation procedure and 
scenario work done under th: original task and reported in the above~(ited reference. 

DISCUSSION 

Update of Four Standard Scenarios 

a. A first objective of this task was to update the four previously established scenarios. The 
best test of a system is its performance in the role for which it was designed. Thus the adequacies 
of the previously developed scenarios were tested by using them in the device evaluations listed in 
Table 1 below. This table lists the number of effects estimates made by the Medical Group for 
the indicated devices in these four scenarios. In the course of using these sce,narios, it was 
necessary to refine their definitions. The Medical Group noted that effect and/or response times 
should be added to the scenarios. Some of the scenarios contained these time references, but 
others did not. The Medical Group had been using stated times in order to facilitate the rendering 
of effects estimates. Where times were not stated in the scenarios, the Medical Group devised 
their own times while rendering effects estimates. These refinements were then approved at a 
subsequent meeting of the Scenario Group. Table 2 summarizes the original scenarios changed. 
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TABLE 2 

Changes Made In Original Scenarios 

Scenario 

LEAA I: 
The "One-on-One Situation" 

LEAA II: 
Barricade & Hostage Situation 

LEAA III: 
Suspect Fleeirg on Foot 

LEAA IV: 
Dispersal of a Crowd 

Changes 

The Medical Group agreed that onset time was a 
crucial parameter. This is because the first priority 
in this scenario is to protect the officer from the 
threat. The desirable effect mU5t then be measur
ed by the ability of the mechanism to produce 
rapid incapacitation onset times. Due to the 
proximity of the offender, one second onset 
times or less are highly desirable. Realistic onset 
times were estimated as shown in Table 3. 

No changes. 

The following change was made: Desirable effect 
is that. physiological effect which will reduce the 
suspect's flight speed to a value which would per
mit a law enforcement officer to pursue, overtake, 
and apprehend him within a reasonable distance 
(20 to 100 meters) or time (20 to 30 seconds). 

No changes. 
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Impacted .4.rea 

Head or Cervical 
Reticular Cord 

Heart, LUng, 
Kidney, etc. 

(Thigh) 
Femur 

E.xtremity 
Handling 
Weapon 
(Clean up to shoulder) 

Solar Plexus 

TABLE 3 . 

Estimated T.imes To Incapacitation For Severe 
Wounding To Indicated Target Areas 

Onset Time 
(Sec.) 

< , 

>5 

<1 

Remarks 

Stop sLlspect essentially immediately. 

Wo~ld n?t ~top suspect from using knife on 
p~ll~e within 1 second and probably not 
WI th I n 5 seconds. 

Breakin? the bone in the thigh would cause 
:nechanlcar .corra~se of the suspect; depend
In.g Upon o:lentatlon of fall, suspect could 
still use knife on police officer. 

Must hit bone or major nerve. 
Same effect as head shot. 

~ possibility - Similar to head shot. The onset 
time would depend on how much energy is 
transfer.re? ~o suspect. More data is needed 
he.re a~ It IS Inferred from the swine shotsa that 
this might not be true for the .38 caliber in that 
~hey did not displace very much on bullet 
Impact. 

aReference refers to experimental work reported in Volume II o·f tl'e T k I 
' - as report. 
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. . ttem t was made to provide a quantitized 
b. In addition ~o the Medical Group ~n~c~~afnfifm an~ video tape recordings. Two avenues 

basis for the SC('llanos through Ithefuste 01, data viz requests were submitted directly to: 
were f0::owed in attempts to gatler ac ua ," 

(1) Police Departments, and , 

(2) News Services 
Itt to share their film (if indeed they had any 

Police Departments generally wer.e somewhat re u~ a~antif these scenarios). However, the Los 
which could be used In a meaningful mannt t L ihal W~apons established a subcommittee to 
Angeles District Attorney's Task Fo~ce on ess- he the articipation of the U. S. Army Human 
review films of law-enforcement actions. Thr~.u\ k F~rce and through the cooperation of the 
Engineering Laboratory (USAHEL) Jea~ o~ t ~ a~es Sheriff's Department, nearly two dozen 
Los Angeles police Department an t e os nge t cted from them Attempts to obtain film 
films were reviewed and some useful d~ta w~re ex r~a e which would have been most useful 
from News Services were gene~~lIy ~utlle. -: e ~~v~oe~ 'lot provide the excitement, color, or 
apparently ends up on the editing floor, since I -

whatever is required for a successful news story. 

. d h' h although edited to selectively present a 
c. Several documentary fil~s were.dobtalne bW il~ s~ene-by-scene sequences which could be 

certain aspect of some cause, did provi e some as 
analyzed. 

d A 
I of the quantity of data obtained for scene identification, together with the 

. n examp e . d' . . Table 4 below 
source of film from which the data were obtalne IS given In . 

TABLE 4 

Number of Scenes Available For Quantitative Analysis 

Film 

Ohio State Protest 

Cicero March 

Reporters versus Police -
Democratic Convention 

Law and Order versus Dissent
Convention 

Battle of Michigan Avenue -
Convention 

Gregory March-Convention 

American Civil Liberties Union 

10 

Number of Scenes 

3 

42 

33 

37 

43 

35 

42 

" 1\ 
! 
~ 
\ 

" 
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e. Additionally, attempts were made to secure more "hard" data from other countries, such 
as Ireland. Although numerous talks were held with' personnel involved in ci"il-d~turbance 
control in that area, and two USAHEL team m~mbers attended a related symposium in Great 
Britain, no statistical evidence was gathered to support the scenario development. Most of the 
information from these sources was general and in a form similar to a New York Times article 
describing student riots in Venezuela. Although most of this information is helpful in establishing 
a qualitative expertise in this area of study, it falls far short of the goal of producing factual 
statistical evidence to substantiate the scenarios. Since it is desirable that further efforts obtain 
this information, and the groundwork for such a task has been laid, it would appear beneficial to 
keep this in mind as new incidents are documented on film and/or video tape. 

f. One final effort was made to collect operational data with the cooperation of the Los 
Angeles District Attorney's Task Force on Non-Lethal Weapons. Law Enforcement Agencies in 
Southern California assisted in collecting data on 193 incidents where both lethal and less-lethal 
items were used. These items included guns and knives used in other than their conventional roles 
(hand guns used to induce blunt trauma, etc.). Altogether, 26 categories were e«amined. A law 
clerk from the Los Angeles District Attorney's Office reduced the data for analysis by the 
USAHEL team. Although the data provided good background material, these data were not 
suitable for a meaningful statistical analysis. A more extensive and comprehensive program will 
be required to obtain the n~cessary data. 

g. As previously mentioned, the revised scenarins reS!~'~"ig from all of the above efforts are 
given in Appendix A. 

New Prison Scenarios 

a. The second objective of this task, viz., examining new and meaningful scenarios, was 
readily fulfilled with little investigation into the actual use of less-lethal weapons. It immediately 
became apparent that a useful scenario would concern prison situations, since less-lethal weapons 
have been and most likely will continue to be used in these situations. Furthermore, the 
environmental controls associated with the prison scenarios provide a sound basis for collecting 
fairly accurate data and, in essence, provide controlled-type experiences. 

b. With this in mind, the Scenario Group was restructured to make it "Prison" oriented. The 
restructured group consisted of the following: 

(1) Mr. Donald O. Egner, U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory 

(2) Mr. Ellsworth B. Shank, U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory 

(3) Mrs. Brenda Thein, U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory 

Messrs. Egner and Shank and Mrs. Thein provided analysis capability and continuity 
from the previous Military and Police Scenario Groups. 

2The symposium was sponsored by the Army, but dealt with specifics directly applicable to the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration tasks. 
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(4) Mr. Larry Williams, Battelle's Columbus Laboratory 

Mr. Williams was a principal investigator of this task and previous similar tasks, and 

he was also a member of the previous scenario groups. 

Robert L 'Graham, Tactical Unit, District of Columbi~ Pol~ce 
(5) Lieudtednanht pO'lnt-of-v'I'ew of !)olice officers who are called into the prison not 

Department, provi e t e t 

situation. 

(6) Mr. Michael Greene, New Jersey Bureau of Prisons, represented the viewpoint of 

prison administration. 

Maryland Penitentiary, represented the operational (7) Captain Stanley Rossman, 
aspect of penitentiaries. 

(8) Captain Kirkwood Wyatt, Baltimore City Jail, represented the operational aspect of 

jails. 
. PI . C tion has long experience in riot 

(9) Mr. Arnold Sagalydn, Security annl~~r o~r~~~~ the' Military and Police Scenario 
control and law enforcement an was a prior mem 
Groups. 

c. This group sought to. ide.ntif.y and describe ~everal ~:t~a~ :~~e :~~u~\~shotm;r~~i~~d:~ 
which occur at correctional institutions. and ~o which less IWithin th~ time available, to the 
appropriate response, or at leas~ p~r; ~~ s~~ s~e~:~ro~n!~'re selected as meriting consideration 
participants, the types 0: ~vents. eplbc e In '1 \1 to the group other problems might have been 
in this program. Had additIOnal time een aval ~ e . ' 
addressed (e.g., the yard riot or inrr.ates assaulting other Inmates). 

The scenarios reported in Appendix B represent an acceptable cons~nsus of the 
part.i~~ants' views, but responsibility for these scenarios rests with the authors of this report. 

e. Films of the Atti~a Prison Riot ~ere studied a~ ad~:i~~ f~~~~;ar~~~:~~~~:~i~~~:s~;~~~~:n~ 
separate scenes were available fo~ dedtab"ed sht.udY . tl n. Id was m~de c\ ailable on a confidential basis 
of prison disturbances were obtalne , ut t IS ma erla d f ed by the University of 

'1 bl f roductioll However a stu Y per orm 
and is not aval a e . or rep j 'd . ' d statistical basis for a descriptive profile 
Oklahoma for the Justice Department oes give a goo 
of general assault incidents which can be used. 

descri tive rofile of the assault incident. University of 
3Chapman, S. G., & Swanson, C. G. ~ A ~I 30 P'974 (Grant Numbers 73-TA-08-0004 and 
Oklahoma, U. S. Departnlent of Justice, prl , 
73-DF-06-0053). 
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Analysis of Scenarios 

a. The development of standard scenarios, although sufficient to provide a basis for weapons 
evaluation, is not complete without some analysis of the significant factors related to these 
scenarios. As a consequence, the following discussion should at least prompt further 
consideration and thought on responses to law-enforcement control techniques. 

b. The approach taken here has a mechanistic stimUlus-response bias. This was an 
appropriate way to proceed, because we are trying at this point to predict the behavior of a 
crowd by assuming it to be homogeneous -that is, to behave as an individual would. Thus, by 
assuming a crowd is homogeneous, we are attempting to predict the responses of large numbers 
of people to particular situations and stimuli. In short, we are trying to make probabilistic 
statements, not to discover incontrovertible laws. 

c. The thought process involves a cognitive (rational) component and an affective 
(emotional) component. For present purposes, the cognitive component entails a'crowd member 
perceiving and balancing the rewards (e.g., peer approval, self-satisfaction) and risks (e.g., injury, 
apprehenslon, arrest) for a projected course of action. When the rewards appear greater than the 
risks, the rational behavior is to pursue the projected course. On the other hand, if the risks seem 
greater than the rewards, the rational behavior is abstention. These judgments can be confounded 
by the subject's emotional state. Especially important for our purposes are the effects of anger 
and fear. Both anger and fear might vary in their intensity and in their specificity. The intensity 
of either emotion might range from the mild to the very intense. Similarly, either emotion might 
be rather generalized (not being elicited by or directed toward any particular object) or quite 
specific (involving particular objects). Thus "anxiety" is a generalized or "vague" fear reaction to 
an uncertain situation, while outright fear involves specific objects, persons, symbols, or 
anticipated outcomes. Anger can be thought of in a similar fashion. 

d. It might be supposed that the more intense and specific either of these emotions 
becomes, the more likely a subject is to engage in behavior to reduce the emotional level. The 
more intense an emotion, the more likely a subject is to seek to reduce the tension; and the more 
specific the external object(s) associated with the emotion, the more easily a subject might 
identify and pursue a promising course of action. Figure 1 summarizes these assertions. 

INTENSITY 
OF EMOTION 

SPECI FICITY 
OF REFERENT 

Mild --------Intense 

General ized------Specific 

Propensity to Action 

Fig. 1. Summary of basic assertions. 
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. b h v'lor ("fighting") and fear with running 
. 'ated with aggressive ea. . . 'Ize e. Generally, anger IS aSSOCI' . > 10 ed b this study, our intent IS to minim 

away ("fleeing"). I~ severa~ of the scenar~os e~rFi Yhtin y, can be taken to include. the ~rray of 
fighting and maximize fleeing by the sUbJectsrrom g pass~ve disobedience to physical vlol~nce. 
undesired noncompliant behaviors ranging I' t b"haviors ranging from reluctant obedience 
"Fleeing'" can include the array of desired, comfhlan 's "a third class of behaviors which we might 
of lawful orders to headlong flight to escape. elr~~ese are behaviors which in a particular 
term irrelevant for law-enforcement pur~oses. f 't a response from law-enforcement 

d the attention 0 , or men 'h h . ht be 
circumstance do not cO.mman 't ble in the particular context, thoug t ey ml~ r I 
personnel. These ,behaviors are a~cep a t Disobedience to certain laws may be 0 Itt e 
unacceptable in another se~ of clrcums ances. 
consequence in certain situations. 

. d the erceived level of reward to the 
f. Figure 2 relates the perceived le~el °hf nS~h:~s sum~arize the anticipated effects of 

decision to fight or flee. The accompanYing ypo 
anger and fear on these decisions. 

Perceived 
Rewards 

High 

Low 

Perceived 
Risks 

High 

r Fight/Flee (7) 

L Fle:e 

Low 

Fight 

Flee/Fight (?) 

. ' st si nificant for his behavior when 
The emotional state of a subJe~t will be mo. lto be high or 

A. both rewards and nsks are perce~ve , 
B. both rewards and risks are perceived to be loW. 

. I t f a subJ'ect will be less significant in determining his 
The emotlona sta eo, 
behavior when . d low and perceived risks are high, or 

A perceived rewar s are .' k \ B: perceived rewards are high and perceived ns s are ow. 

.' otherwise modest level of Anger 
In the High Risk/High RewarFd. shl~u~t\O~~i~~ while a similar level of Fear might 
can be expected to produce Ig e 1 , 

motivate a subject to Flee. 
.. otherwise modest level of Fear 

In the Low Risk/Low. RewardFlsltuat~~~, :~imilar level of Af1ger might 
would motivate a subject to ee, w I 
motivate him to Fight. 

. . th rational behavior is to Flee. A 
In the High Risk/Low Rewa~ sltuaJlony ~owever a state of Anger might 
state of Fear wi.1I reinforce t IS tten de:otivate a sub'ject to Fight. 
override the rational componen an 

, . . h l' nal behavior is to Fight. A 
In the Low Risk/High Reward shl:uattlo~, ~Cye raHI~wever a state of Fear might 
state of Anger will exacerbate t IS en e. , 
motivate a subject to Flee. 

F· 2 Risk/reward relationship to decision. Ig .. 
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g. While it is well to realize that the prevalence of.either rational or emotional reactions on 
the part of a subject determines his behavior, it is not necessary to see into the "black box" of 
the in.dividual mind to aUempt to maximize preferred behavior. To maximize flight or compliant 
behaVior, we would seek to maximize fear and minimiz~ anger. To do this we would seek to 
operate on. both the rational and emotional components of psychological processes. I n operating 
on ~he rational co~ponent, we should seek to make obvious the inevitability of losses and 
punishments that will result from engaging in fighting or noncompliant behavior-while making 
eguall.y obvious that such losses and punishment can be avoided through fleeing or compliant 
behaVior. I n short, we should attempt to maximize the perceived risks accompanying undesired 
behavio:, ~hile maximizing perceived rewards for preferred behavior. (Clearly, the latter 
perception Includes a negative reward situation-not experiencing consequences which are not 
desire?I.) The user of a riot-control weapon should be capable of assuring the inevitability of 
undeSired consequences to subjects meriting such consequences, and he should stringently avoid 
administering such consequences to subjects who behave in desired or acceptable ways. 

h. In operating on the affective ccmponent, fear might be induced by at least three 
mechan isms: 

(1) Preliminary Uncertainty as to the outcome or consequences of projected behavior 
(i.e. :nduced anxiety). 

(2) Surprise, as when anticipated desired outcomes or consequences are not 
forthcoming, unanticipated undesired consequences occur, or other participants in the scenario 
behave in unexpected ways (making their future responses somewhat less predictable). This 
involves both anxiety and fear of particular objects or events. 

(3) Physical danger. The research on this program has assumed that l2ain is an 
appropriate deterrent mechanism. To elicit fear rather than anger, the pain must be unavoidable 
and sufficiently severe that the subject considers it intolerable. 

i. Figure 3 is an attempt to summarize the possible interfaces between the emotional states 
of individuals and their behavioral responses to law-enforcement measures. Some of the questions 
which merit consideration include: 

(1) What overt behavioral cues indicate the emotional state and focus of attention of 
subjects in a crowd? 

(2) What levels of emotion are exhibited by persons whose behavior is considered 
relevant for various reasons? 

(3) How do persons who exhibit fear or anger react to various stimuli from the control 
forces? 

(4) What stimuli effect transitions from "inactive" to "active" status, and from 
"unemotional" to "emotional" status on the part of a subject? 

(5) What stimuli effect transitions from anger/fight states to fear/flight states, and vice 
versa? 

j. Detailed analysis of pictorial data may provide a basis for answering some of these 
questions; however, such an analysis was beyond the scope of this task. 
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Utilization of the Scenarios 

a. As stated previously in all the work on the evaluation of less-lethal weapons, we believe 
that exercising or utilizing the models and techniques provides the best means for the 
development and verification of them. Thus, several of the scenarios were examined by 
considering data gathered under other tasks of the basic Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration/U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory agreement. 

b. As a starting point, the base line work done on the .38-caliber weapon system (police 
revolver and ammunition) was used to generate desirable-effects probability estimates for three of 
the scenarios. Probabil ities were established for the "Flcei ng-Suspec til and "Crowd-Dispersal" 
scenarios based on the previously mentioned .38-caliber weapon system data base. These 
probabilities arc directly applicable to usc in the generalized less-lethal weapons evaluation 
model. These estimates and the rationale used for their establishment are ~iven in the minutes of 
the Third Behavior Analysis Group Meet:ir~ (Volume II Report: of Taks i). The Minutes of the 
Fourth Behavior Analysis Group Meeting contains effects estimates for utilization of the stun 
bag in a crowd-dispersal scenario, as well as a further discussion on emotional states. Two 
different emotional states were considered for the crowd-dispersal scenario. Finally, further 
consideration of the emotional states and associated crowd behavior was given at the Fifth 
Behavior Analysis Group Meeting (Appendix C). However, to date the work on the emotional 
states consicJered in the above referenced m!nutes of the Behavior Analysis Group has not been 
incorporated into the scenario descriptions. 

Applications of Scenario Work Findings 

Table 5 summarizes the various scenarios in terms of basic characteristics, and lists some of 
the items available or under consideration for use in these situations. Although most items 
mentioned in Table 5 are self-explanatory, Table 6 defines the terms as used in the context of 
Table 5. This summary is not intended to be all-inclusive but, rather, a starting point; it shows 
how the scenarios lead logically to a reasonable research and development program for new 
less-lethal weapons. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that Table 5 presents device 
applications in a purely simplistic manner--not considering, of course, the emotional levels of 
individuals in these scenarios at some particular time. 

Proposed Work 

Although this task is basic to utilization of the general model for the Evaluation of 
Less-Lethal Weapons, it has not been pUl':;ued with great intensity due to its limited utility. It has 
become apparent, nevertheless, that much of the data collected would be useful in analyzing 
operational tactics and establishing doctrine and training. However, if this work were expanded 
for such purposes, a more extensive effort would be required to establish a comprehensive 
quantitative data base. 

4"A Multidisciplinary Technique for the Evaluation of Less-Lethal Weapons," Vol. II, Draft 
Report, April 1974. 

5"Analysis of a Bean-Bag-Type Projectile as a Less-Lethal Weapon", Draft Report, May 1974. 
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TABLE 5 

Scenario Applications Summary 

Scenario 
(Use Concept) 

Scenario I 
One-an-One 

Apprehension 

Se1£
Protection 

Scenario Characteristics 
Function Loss Range' 
Requirements (Meters) 

Nonambulatory 1-7 

Non;:1anipula
tion 

1-7 

Scenario II 
Barricaded Person 

lI'i th Hostage 

Without 
1I0s tage 

Scenario III 

Nonmani pu 10.
tion 

Norunanipu1a
tion 

Suspect Fleeing on Foot 

Scenario IV 
CrO\~d Control 

Low Violence 

High Violence 

Nonambul at ory 

Discomfort 

Nonmanipula
tion 

10-50 

10-50 

5-70 

10-75 

1-50 

Present 
Device 

.38 cal. 
Revolver, 
Baton, 
Aerosol 

Improve
ments and 

New Concepts 

Bola, 
Heavy Slug, 
Net, 
Electrical 

Projector, Device. 
MODI-PAC. 

.38 cal. Heavy Slug, 
Revolver, Electrical 
Baton, Device, 
Aerosol Aim Point 
Projector, Change. 
MODI-PAC. 

Rifle 
~!arksman, 
Tear Gas. 

Rifle 
Marksman, 
Tear Gas, 
Shotgun. 

.38 cal. 
Revolver; 
Bean Bag, 
MODI-PAC. 

Tear Gas, 
Electri
cal Prod. 

Tear Gas, 
Shotguns, 
Water 
Hoses, 
Baton, 
MODI-PAC, 
Bean Bag, 
Dogs. 
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Irri tant 
and Smoke, 
Barrage KE 
Projecti les, 
Soft Rag. 

Bola, 
Heavy Slug, 
Net, 
Electrical 
Devic'::) . 

Barrage KE 
Proj ecti les, 
Irritant 
and Smoke. 

Water 
Cannon, 
Barrage KE 
Projectiles. 

Advantages 
of New 

Concepts Over 
Present Device 

Direct 
Immobilization 

Quicker Onset 
Times 

Immediate 
Disorientation 
and Eventual 
Incapaci tation 

Higher I rritan t 
With Less Fire 
and Projectile 
[-[azard 

Direct 
Immobili zation 

Enhanced 
Threat 
Signature 

High 
Disorientation 

, ' . 

TABU: 5 
- Scenario Applicati ons Summary (Cant I d) 

Scenario 
~ Conce t) 

Scenario IV 

===-
Scenario Characteristics 
Function Loss Range 
Re uirements (Meters) 

CrO\~d Control (Cont I d) 

Ag i tator Di s comfort or 
Nonambulatury 

10-75 

Present 
Device 

Improve
ments and 

N eI~ Conce Jts 

Soft and 
St;:1g Rag. 

Advant~ges 
of New 

Concepts Over 
Present Device 

Tncrea~od 
Accuracy 

Bean Bag, 
"Snatch 
Teams", 

-----·~~--------------------------~M~O~D~I~-£PA~C~.------------------______ __ 
Scenario V 

PrJ. s on 

Assault of 
an Offi cer 

Dining Area 
I~j ot 

Ri ot lVi th 
1I0s t ages 

Nonmanipu1a_ 1-7 
tion 

Discomfort 01' 1-30 
Nonmanipula_ 
tion 

Norunanipuln- 1-70 
tion 

------.- -.--

Baton, Electrical 
Aerosol Device. 
Proj ector. 

Tear Gas 
Electri-' 
cal PrOd, 
MODI-PAC 
Shotgun, ' 
Baton, 
lI'oter 
I-loses. 

Ri fle 
Marksman, 
Tear Gas. 

!Vater 
Cannon, 
Burragt' KE 
Projecti Jes. 

11'l'i I-ant 
and Smoke, 
flarragQ KJ: 
Project iles. 

Di re'ct 
Immobil i z at i on 

Disori entati on 

------

rITliTledi ate 
Disorientation 
and Eventual 
Incapaci tation 

, ---------------
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TABLE 6 

Definitions of Terms Used in TABLE 5 

Aerosol Projector - Aerosol spray cans containing irritants such as CN, CS, CR, etc. 

Aim-Point Change - ,The concept of changing the point of aim to the head for faster 
incapacitation of very-close-range targets. 

Barrage KE Projectiles - Use of multiple "soft" projectiles with 15 to 30 foot-pounds 
of kinetic energy (Superballs). 

Baton - Night stick. 

Bean Bag - A relatively heavy cloth-inclosed bag of shot, fired from items such as the 
MBA Stun Gun. 

Bola - An experimental round based on the bola principle. 

Electrical Device - Anyone of several new concepts for transmitting electrical energy 
(e.g., TASER). 

Electrical Prod - A device to transmit electrical shock to the target. 

I-Icavy Slug - Experimental special rod fired from a .38-caliber revolver and having the 
same kinetic energy as a standard 158 grain bullet. 

Irritant and Smoke - Combined use of smoK'w (for obscuration) with chemical irritant. 

"MODI PAC" - 12-gauge plastic shotgun shell loaded with polyethylene shot. 

Net - A net for entrapment. 

Rifle Marksman - A trained law-enforcement sharpshooter used to pick off the targeL 

Shotgun - The use of any shotgun shells, such as Number 4 buckshot. 

Soft RAG - A military concept for soft delivery of tear gas agent directly on target by 
use of a Ring Airfoil Grenade. 

Sting RAG - Use of the Ring Airfoil Grenade to "sting" through the application of 
kinetic energy. 

Tear Gas - Tear gases disseminated by grenades or other means with the exception of 
aerosol projectors . 

.38-Caliber Revolver - Any standard hand gun used by law enforcement personnel as 
described in these scenarios. 

Watcr Cannon - New experimental "slugs" of water. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Five sccnarios have now becn de I . 
of Less-Lethal Weapons. These scenariosv:r~;ed for use With the general model for the Evaluation 

a. The "One-On-One" Situation (two variations). 

b. The Barricade-and-Hostage Situation (two variations). 

c. The Suspect Fleeing on Foot. 

d. The Dispersal of a Crowd (five emotional levels). 

e. The Prison Scenario (three variations). 

. 2.lt appears feasible to build a quantitativ d t . 
tapes) c!ata; however, access to slIch data is d~ff' a a

lt 
bascd by analYZing pictorial (fi'lm and video 

consUllllng. ( ( ICU , an the analysis is both ted,'ou I' sane tIme 

3: It is not recommended that r"h f. 
use~lth the ge~eral evaluation mo~retl' e;,~ for t be pursued to establish and refine scenarios for 
doctrInes and traIning ) wever, such effort may be l\Vorthwh,'le t I 

. 0 upgrac e 
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APPENDIX A 

DRAFT SCENARiOS OF POLICE TACTICAL SITUATIONS FOR 

EVALUATION OF LESS-LETHAL WEAPONS 

SCENARIO I 

The most common tactical situation in which less-lethal weaponry might be employed by a 
po;ice officer is in the arrest of an individual for some type of misdemeanor. While in many such 
cases the offender offers no resistance, occasionally the officer must use force in making the 
arrest. The degree of resistance, of course, poses a varying level of threat to the officer: 

1. An unarmed offender might push or shove the officer, attempt to jerk away from 
him, or strike him. 

2. An offender might arm himself by seizing some object at hand: 

a. A blunt, nonpenetrating object such as a board or stick. 

b. A sharp, penetrating object such as a knife, broken bottle, etc. 

While in the second case the officer might have to resort to deadly force to protect himself, it is 
generally preferred to avoid excessive force. In this regard, it is assumed that, whe l 1 confronted 
with a clearly lethal threat from a firearm, the officer will respond with the use of his own 
firearm. 

The priority of the officer's concern in such situations is: 

1. Protecting himself from the threat. 

2. Alleviating the threat. 

3. Taking the suspect into custody. 

4. Moving the offender to the call box, cruiser or patrol wagon. 

These encounters most often involve adult males, including the physically mature teenager. 
A small proportion of cases involve women. It is assumed that young children and older persons 
can be handled by the average officer without resort to weaponry. 

While most of these incidents occur on the street and, hence, out in the open, many take 
place inside buildings-homes, places of business, bars, etc. 
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Given the levels of threat to the officer with which this scenario is concerned, the distance 
between the offender and the officer might extend from arm,'s length, with the unarmed 
individual, to the length of a room, when the suspect is armed. Thus, the maximum distance to 
the offender can be assumed to be comparable to the six or seven meters average range at which 
most gun battles involving police occur. 

I n most of these situations, it can be asstlmed that there will be bystanders. The distances of 
these bystanders from the officer might vary from arm's length to several meters. It is desired to 
avoid affecting bystanders in any way, but minimal effect is preferred if a bystander is 
inadvertently affected by the officer's actions. 

These ofrenders represent a cross-section of society in their mental and physical conditions. 
In many instances, belligerence is accompanied by a state of intoxication or a "high" brought on 
by certain drugs. Many offenders are in an excited condition which is other than drug-induced, 
ranging up to the berserk, and will exhibit increased blood pressure, heart rate and adrenal in 
flow. 

Optimum effectiveness with less-than-Iethal weapons would be achieved in this scenario if 
the officer were able to keep the offender from becoming aggressive, or to dissuade him from 
continued aggressive action, while at the same time permitting him sufficient mobility to walk to 
the call box or cruiser. If the offender persists in physical violence, immobilizing his arms does 
not provide adequate restraint. Likewise, lachrymators in common use induce considerable pain 
and temporary blindness, but the offender bent on violence can still kick or swing blindly. Due to 
the proximity of the offender, one second onset times or less are highly desirable. 

The minimal duration of the effect of a less-than-Iethal weapon for this application should 
be 30 seconds to allow enough time to apply handcuffs to the offender. A desirable secondary 
effect would be minimizing the combativeness of the offender while still allowing him to retain 
his ability to walk a short distance. In all such situations, it is desirable to minimize the apparent 
as well as the real damage to the offender in order to avoid alienating observers. Open wounds 
and blood are absolutely unallowable effects of less-than-Iethal weaponry. 

Desirable Effects (Short Term) 

Minimize aggressive behavior 

Immobilize for 30 seconds or 
somewhat longer 

Permit the suspect to walk a 
short distance after the initial 
immobilization 

Reducc states of psychological 
excitement 

Desirable Effects 

Minimal effects on bystanders 

EFFECTS ON SUSPECT 

Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

Be lethal 

I nflict aggression-inducing pain 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 
requiring medical treatmcnt 

Produce bleeding 

Exacerbate existing psychological and phys
ical excitement 

EFFECTS OF BYSTANDERS 

Undesirable Effects 

Produce any effects not desired on the suspect 
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SCENARIO lJ 

The Barricade-and-Hostage Situation 

~ recurring problem which confr . . 
committed a serious crime and onts P?lice forces IS provided by those offende 

~~~nb:~I~c~~i~tu:~~o~~e~~IY in~.olves wo~~ ~~;;~cd~~~ ~:~~~~Veet~~~:i~~oa o~uilding. Th,~: ~i~~a~~~ 
wait out ,the cri~in.al. T~i~~slC;O~:i~I~I~a~1 t~~ immediate area, se~1 POSSibTe°~~c~~ee I~~~~:d;~~ 
~~~o~s~~/eo~a~-d~ze In~ocent persons, i.e., t~e of7ea~~~r~~~~t ~~fJ. In apprehending the off~nder 
subdue th~ offe~~~;(~I~~f~~.et:i~~~~!~~ ~~r~~rmstdance the police gell~:r:I\~Osf~~~ei;l!h~~~J~:~~yti~~ 

me . 

No;malfy in these circumstances th '.. . 

~~~:~ea:~:m~~i~~~~g~;e~mi~ti::;e~ii~c ~i1~.:~E:,:~~~~:~~a~~i/e~~~~ ~~e~ ;~:~~~::~ ~r~~~~f~ i~ 
In a speCifiC room is pr b bl h e, w lere the offender is k b 

hazards, at~endant with entering th~ bauil~' t e idefal tactical situation for the police. Antol;a~tt°tl e 
around Inside. Ing are ewer than when the offe d .' b ,le 

n er IS a Ie to move 

Wh ile a distance of 10 to 50 . 
;,~~iCt~ officers o~tside, there is no 1~~~~rl-s~~gthtte~~~:~aIlYf separate ,the barricaded man from the 

with a /~~~~~: ~~~s:~~e~t windows and doors for fear ~ef ~;i~~t~~~I;lg~~e ~ffender. ,He is careful 
useless in this scenario d. Consequently, ballistic weapons aimed at th wgl °dnly rISk expo,sure 

. e 0 en er are essentially 

In these circumstances I I 
obstacles (wi d ' ess- ethal weapons must eith.' . . , 

attacks, At th~ s~~~ t~~~\:r~~~~' s~I~~~~L~:'~1 fi~~trs) which prote~~ tj,:n~~~:I~~e~l~r~l~c~I/~:_~nf~Si t~~ 
~~sf~cles or to get closer to the offender Con~~~s rn:.y off~r opportunities to circumvent th~se 

o ing systems, hallways, attics, basements: crawlsp:~~~~~; t~~III~k~,e given here to heating and 

th S~me of tI~e persons who barricade themselve ' 

de~~~o~~~~~~t~a~~I~~h~~~:;~ot~se :h~~~~ are moving
S 

i~.lt~ohn~~~~:~~~~ ~~s~~~~~~ ~~o~~~il:~b\~art~ 
1, COUld be introduced without alerting the offend er. 

2. Would be innocuous in the sense of being c I _I 
o 01 ess, tasteless and odorless. 

. 3. Would have a relatively short 0 ' 
offender harming the hostage.1 nset time so as to minimize the likelihood of the 

4. Would have a high level of reliabilit 
worked before they attempt to break into the roo~.so that police personnel could be sure it has 

d .. 5. W,ould have a duration of effect su h .' 
efeat the barncade, secure the offender and res c ats

h 
tOhallow the officers two to five minutes to 

cue e ostage. 

1T1 · , 
liS IS not critical if the offender is u - f 

nawale 0 any weapon Signature, viz., body symptoms, etc. 
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These criteria are set forth because the safety of the hostage is the primary concern of the 
police, and they desire to subdue the offender before he is able to harm the hostage. By the same 
token, the less-than-Iethal weapon employed against the criminal must not have any undesirable 
enduring effects on the hostage. Such less-than-Iethal weaponry might also be employed in other 
situations, such as when the criminal's family is in the building with him and he intends them no 
harm, or in cases where a person is threatening'suicide. 

Desirabl~ Effects (Short Term) 

Instantaneous or undetectable 
onset of principal effect 

Total physical incapacitation 
for two to five minutes 

Desirable Effects 

Mininlal short- and long-term 
effects 

EFFECTS ON SUSPECT(S) 

Undesirable Effects (Short-Term) 

Be lethal 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Excite or alarm the suspect prior to complete 
onset of the principal effect 

Undesirable Effects (Long-Term) 

Be lethal 

I nflict serious damage or irreversible damage 

EFFECTS ON HOSTAGE(S) 

Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

Be lethal 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Inflict excessive pain or discomfort 

Induce psychological or physical excitement 

SCENARIO III 

The Suspect Fleeing on Foot 

,( 

A tvpical tactical problem for policemen is the apprehension of an unarmed suspect who is 
trying to escape on foot. Frequently it is impossible for the officer to catch such a suspect-the 
suspect is often young and unencumbered; the officer may be quite a bit older and wearing a Sam 
Browne belt loaded with equipment. In many instances the of) ;cer is not SUft\ what crime the 
suspect has committed, or even if he has committed any crime. This, pius the possible proximity 
of bystanders, precludes reliance on any form of lethal force to stop the suspect. ~. 

The most usual setting for this scenario is a public street, in which case it is assumed that the 
suspect might be up to 70 meters from the officer. I t is conceivable thaL similar situations might 
occur in hallways and stairways of buildings, in which case the range might be estimated at 5 to 
20 meters. Since the suspect is running away, the officer will see only his back. 
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.. "!"he minimal dt;!sired effect of a less-Ieth I . . . . 
suffiCiently to apprehend him It' a weapon In thiS situation is to slow the 

t' f . IS not necessary to st th suspect 
con Inu~ or 20 to '100 meters, but this is of no c op e Suspect instantaneously. He might 
up to him. ~owever, for legal purposes it is not ~ns~q~~n~e so long as the officer is able to catch 
rCt~~h even If he can be identified and apprehend:~I~~ e or

l 
the sL~spect to be able to escape the 

I} I ood .of ~uccessful prosecution it is best t ~ome ater time. In order to maximize the 
c~lme and In view of the witnesses who saw him 0 appr.e end a suspect within the context of the 
~i~1 ~usi~ct's flight speed must be reduced to p~;~~~~ thef~.ffense and attempt to escape. Thus, 
. lin to 100 meters or within 20 to 30 e 0 Icer to overtake and apprehend him 

glven.to the ap~arent effect of the wea on u seconds. At the sam.e time, consideration must be 
~io u~ng excehssl ve . force, especially agJnst y~~~~~~;:a~y, t~ officer must a~oid the appearance 

o or ot erwlse apPears brutal cannot b n ers .. n~ weapon which causes a flow or. 
onlookers and the general public and the POSSib~fi~yse~f bco~sldderl.ng ~he emotional reactions of 

ys an els being affected by the weapon. 

Desirable Effects (Short Term) 

~Iow. or stop the suspect from 
IUnnlng 

.Relatively fast, but not necessarily 
Instantaneous, onset of effect 

Produce constant effect over 
ranges of 5 to 70 meters 

EFFECTS ON SUSPECT 

Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Term) 

Be lethal 

PrOduce bleeding 

I nfl ict serious or irreV0rsible damage 

I nfl ict pain appearing excessive to bystanders 

EFFECTS ON BYSTANDERS 

Desirable Effects 

Produce no obvious degrading 
physical effect 

Undesirable Effects 

Be lethal 

Produce obvious physical effect 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Motivate to aggression against the officer 

Motivate to take legal action against the officer 
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SCENARIO IV 

The Dispersal of a Crowd 

I t is frequently necessary for police forces of various sizes to cope with crowds of people 
intent on blocking a public road, street or par\{. In order to keep such public facilities open, it is 
desirable to disperse such a crowd or to move it out of the area. Ideally, it is desirable that the 
means employed to disperse the crowd also prevent them from returning to the area a short time 
later, and yet leave the area in a suitable condition for routine use by the general public, i.e., the 
weapon or means employed should not contaminate the area for very long and it should be 
relatively easy to clean up the after-effects. 

The size of such a crowd might vary from 100 to 1,000 or more. Typically there are 
bystanders near the periphery of the crowd and it is desired to have minimal or negligible effect 
on these onlookers. There will be both men and women in the crowd and among the bystanders. 
Normally the distance between the crowd and the police officers would be about 75 meters, but 
structural features and the tactics of the crowd might shorten this distance to as little as lata 15 
mete rs. 

The desired effect of a less-lethal weapon for this application would be for it to motivate the 
crowd to move of its own accord. The police do not care to arrest most members of such a 
crowd. Nor do they desire to immobilize the members of the crowd because of the logistic 
problems in caring for such persons. The route for dispersal is a tactical consideration. 

The time between utilizing such a weapon and the onset of its effect should be relatively 
brief, though the effect does not have to be instantaneous. 

As in other situations where less-lethal weapons might be useful, it is preferred that 
onlookers not get the impression that the police are using excessive force or that the weapon has 
an especially injurious effect on the target individuals. Here again, a flow of blood and similar 
dramatic effects are to be avoided. 

In using this scenario, one must establish an "emotional level" of the crowd (assuming a 
homogeneous level for application purposes). The following is a general guide for establishment 
of such "levels" or "states": 

Emotional Level of 
"Mob Member" 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Type of Mob Associated 
With Emotional State 

Picket line for wage increase 

Crossing picket line 

Street gangs 

Political extremists 

Lynch mobs 

EFFECTS ON MEMBERS OF THE CROWD 

Desirable Effects (Short-Termj 

Motivate to leave the scene 

Desirable Effects (Long-Term) 

Discourage a return to the scene 
or reforming at another point 

Desirable Effects 

No effects desired 

Undesirable Effects (Short- and Long-Terml 

Be lethal 

Produce bleeding or obviously excessive pain 

Inflict serious or irreversible damage 

Provoke retaliation. 

Immobilize 

EFFECTS ON BYSTANDERS 
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Undesirable Effects 

Any physical effect 

Provoke to join or defend members of the 
crowd 



APPENDIX B 

PRISON SCENARIOS 

SCENARIO V-A 

Assault on a Prison Officer 

One of the most common and serious prison disturbanc;es is an assault on a prison guard by 
an inmate. This situation is similar to the police one-to-one scenario in some resppcts. On the 
usual occurrence, an officer orders an inmate to do something, sllch as move away from an area, 
and the inmate retaliates with a physical attack on the officer. Normally the officer is facing the 
inmate, separated from him by a distance varying between arm's length and perhaps 10 feet. In 
approximately 75 percent of sllch attacks, the inmate will use only his feet and hands in 
attempting to strike the officer or shove him away. In about 25 percent of these incidents the 
inmate will use a makeshift club or stabbing weapon to attack the officer. These incidents might 
occllr at any place in a prison where the guards and inmates must interact. Therefore, they take 
place both outdoor~ In the yard and indoors in the various facilities at a prison. 

While the above description applies to most of the attacks on prison officers, another 
important subset of such attacks merits description. A number of attacks on guards come 
without warning. The motivations for these attacks are varied and are not always specific to the 
immediate circumstances. The reasons for these attacks can often be traced back to frustrations 
common to prison life, or to the inmate's dislike for a particular officer. These attacks might be 
termed "unprovoked" in that the officer has usually said or done nothing which might bc 
anticipated to precipitate the incident. These attacks often come from the officer's side or rear 
without warning, and frequently involve a club or stabbing weapon. 

While this second type of incident is more difficult to foresee and cope with, the first type 
contains the elements of warning or anticipation, distance, and time which might provide an 
opportunity for the officer to react. It is desirable for the officer to be able to defend himself 
sufficiently-first, to minimize the effects of the attack and, secondly, to summon assistance 
from other guards. The officer's ability to actively summon assistance is especially important on 
those occasions when he is out of sight of other officers. 

In approximately 90 percent of these instances, the inmate is not aggressive after the initial 
attack on the officer. In the other 10 percent, the inmate will continue to be aggressive and will 
resist the additional officers who come to the assistance of the first one. 

Whatever mechanism is used to counter the initial attack on the officer or to subdue an 
inmate who continues to be aggressive, the following considerations should be taken into 
account: 

• the onset time must be relatively short, with 3 to 5 seconds as a goal to be sought. 

• the effect should be to subdue the inmate enough so that one or two officers can place 
handcuffs on him. 

• the duration of the effect should be several minutes to permit removal of the inmate 
from the immediate scene to lockUp. 
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It is desirable that the effect not be so general that it affects other inmates who may be standing 
ncar the belligerent inmate. While no long-term effects are desired and the appearance of 
excessive force on the part of the officers should be avoided, so as to prevent inciting the other 
inmates, it is preferred that the agent or mechanism in question effectively aid in subduing an 
average size man who is in a state of excitement. , 

SCENARIO V-B 

Prison Dining Area Riot 

Riots in dining areas take place at meal times when large numbers of inmates are together. 
Experience indicates that these riots are most likely at the noon meal, followed by the evening 
mcal and then breakfast. These riots might be spontaneous outbursts in reaction to conditions at 
thc mess hall or in the prison generally, or they might be planned as part of a larger protest or 
escape attempt. 

The total number of inmates in the dining facility will usually be several hundred. Of these, 
anywhere from one to perhaps a dozen individuals might be the hard-core initiators of the 
incident who resist both inmates and officers who try to stop the trouble. This resistance will 
involve attacks using such weapons as the hands and feet, trays and other dining utensils which 
may be thrown or llsed to strike an officer, and the furniture found in the dining area. In planned 
riots, the incidence of homemade clubs and knives will be greater. Similarly, in planned riots the 
inmates' use of water-soaked towels to ward off aerosols and tear gas will be greater. 

The dining area is usually a large room, measuring, for example, 1 00x50 feet. The room will 
have ceilings which are 10-20 feet high. It will most likely have windows and two or more exits. 

The first tactical objective of the guard force is to contain the disturbance in the dining area 
where it originates. This is accomplished by immediately securing <1.11 exits which the inmates 
might use to escape from the dining area. At the same time p the water supply to the dining area is 
turned off. This is to deprive the inma tes of the opportunity to soak cloths and towels to be used 
as a defense against the tear gas which they anticipate the guard force will employ. 

The second objective of the prison officials is to dissuade the inmates from continuing the 
riot with its attendant threat of physical injuries and property destruction. In many instances an 
effort is made first to talk the inmates into giving up, and this occasionally brings the incident to 
an end. When the initial effort to talk the inmates out of the dining area fails, or when all but a 
militant hard core leave the area, it becomes necessary to subdue those who remain locked in the 
dining area. A standard procedure at this point is to introduce tear gas into the enclosed area. 
This will usually compel all but perhaps the most dedicated inmates to leave via the controlled 
exit designated by the prison officials. These men are still mobile enough to get out of the dining 
area and, since they might still be aggressive, only a few are allowed to exit at a time. This 
permits the officers to handcuff and search each inmate and then lead him off to lockup. 

After all inmates who will leave are processed out, it becomes necessary for the guards to 
enter the dining area in order to subdue any who are determined to stay and fight. These 
individuals may have devised makeshift defenses against tear gas, they may have improvised 
barricades of the available chairs or benches and tables, and they may have clubs and knives. 
Distances between the officers entering the area and the inmates might vary from arm's length (if 
Inmates are standing by the door as the officers move in) to the full length of the dining room (if 
the officers enter one end the the inmates are gathered at the opposite end). If it is necessary to 
subdue aggressive inmates, it is preferred to minimize the risk to the officers entering the room. 
This implies an agent, device, or technique which would make it unnecessary for the officers to 
get within striking distance of an inmate who might be wielding a club up to 4 feet in length, 
though as noted above, thrown dining utensils constitute part of the threat to the officers. 
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Any agent, device or t I . . 
effectively directin '. e: 1nl~ue should render the i .. 
to render the inma~e a~r~~~~~;c ag~lnst the officers. At th~r;:;~~ ~;~~II~n? to fight or incapable of 
an onset time of 3 to 60 01 to cause unacceptable med' I ' It IS probably not desirable 

seconds and which lasts several mi ~ca . pro~lems. An effect which has 
I nu es IS deSirable in this circumstance. 

SCENARIO V-C 

Prison Riot With Hostages 
The large riot is the most.. . 
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dressing them in inmat~nma.~es controlling the cell block win so~!~!ly-port at one end located on 
be put on display in such ~nl orms. and hiding them in cells. At timelmcs r::onceal their hostages by 

mannel as to accentuate the threat to liS, fone or more hostages might 
TI ' a a them. 
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TI equipment 
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Any device, agent, or technique de.'ligned for use in this situation should have an onset time 
of 3 to 60 seconds. The effect should 'JC to deprive an individual of either the psychological or 
physic-al capability to attack an officer. The signature of any device, including its evident effect 
on the inmates, might be an aid in discouraging other Inmates. For this reason, consideration 
might be given to exaggerating the apparent thrciil from such a device. The actual disabling effect 
should last several minutes, While area weapons, such as tear gas, might be of general utility in 
reducing organized resistance, it is wei! to have a capability to single out and bring force to bear 
on specific individuals ,who are ringleaders and who might be determined to continue their 
resistance, Thus a point weapon or one of limited areal concentration might be considered. 

The third objective of the control forces in these situations Is to prevent the inmates from 
injuring or killing the hostages, The specifics of these tactical situations will vary, and in many 
circumstances the hostages will not be in any immediate jeopardy, However, it is generally 
desirable to get to the vicinity of the hostages as rapidly as possible to prevent harm to them, 
Despite this desire to rescue hostages, it is anticipated that frequently they will not escape 
unhllrmed if there are iI/mates who are determined to follow through on their threats once the 
officers initiate the restoration of control. The physical threats to the hostages are sometimes 
sllch that, once the officers have them in direct sight, the most effective deterrent against the 
threatening inmates has been deadly force (Le" gunfire), 

On the other hand, the deadly force which is directed at the threatening inmates constitutes 
an undesirable hazard fur the hostages, It is preferred to minimize any risk to the hostages which 
might: arise from the officers' use of weapons, agents, or tactics, As with the police scenario, "The 
Barricade and Hostage Situation," a solution might be an agent which 

• could be introduced without the inmates being aware of it. 

• would be innocuous in the sense of being colorless, tasteless, and odorless, 

• would have a relatively short onset time of 3 to 1 0 seconds, 

.would have a high level of reliability, 

• would have a duration of several minutes. 

The aftereffects of such an agent should not be excessively severe or of extended duration, 
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APPENDIX C 

FIFTH BEHAVIOR ANAL YSIS GROUP MINUTES 

The agenda preparcd for the meeting was as fOllows: 

I. Chairman's Rcmarks 

II. 

Ill. 

IV, 

Battelle Memorial Institute (8M) , 
(Crowd H,')stility Levels) I Videotape Presentation 

Chemical Munitions. Nonphysiofogicaf Effects 

Summary 

The Chairman made some b'" , 
mceting, i,e" to observe t ' ,ef o?enln? remarks which ke ed ',.' 
emotional levels, The overt f:c /VCI t actIons Of people in /cro~~ th~ pllmary purpose of the 
of the environment A ': Ions Were to include reactions t ,an relate these actions to 
highlights of the Cic~ro s Man /nstrument to achieving the ob~~~~XIOU~ and innocuous elements 
Initi~lIy, no plan of" I a:c,~ and th~ 1968 Democratic C '" I,ve o' the ,meeting, vidcota e 
for first impreSSions a~:/s/~ of the film was formulated I~~tventl?n were vIeWed by the grou~ 
reruns, etc" much i~ thePP/ng at any point for clarifi;ation

ead
: I~,was d,ecided to run the fiI~ 

:'OlloW?d ~ecause, at the ot/~~~e 'tmanner that film footage is edi~:d ~f~sslon), backstepping for 
rom VIeWIng these specialiZed fi!m wa,~ not clear that it would be Poss'ible1J: ':1e

f
t wd of ,attack was 

c 'ps, 0 111 er emotIOnal levels 
Before the films Were viewed ! . 
was stated that film t,lere was some diSCUssion as t ' 
Pol icc Departments ~~re obtainable from the Film Lib:ary 0, th~ available Sources for films It 
has been that film"s' froemretm, aY"bbe other sources, but they wc'J~le etw York and the West Co'ast 
d'( . 1C , r<lry' N . no· mentio d T' 

e ling Involves sensationalism In ew York are relatively d' , . dne , no experience 
, ISJOunte , and that the film 

The ~roup was given a hando' , 
the f"m, For example, the a~~i~hICh. ~ad captIOns for seenI.' numbers w ' 
look at the sheets for th ' POI tlon of the film WOlild b II hlch were dubbed in on 
, I' C captIon lip I' , e scene 5 " V' 
In t liS manner' the fil 0 ICC III front of railroad b 'I " . , lOWers could then 
were abundant,' m was stopped and rerUn on many oc nc,go. , The entire film was viewed 

caslons, comments anel d' , ( ISCUssrons 
The bulk of time was s e . 
sequcnccs of film: p nt III reviewing film clips assembled by BMI TI 

, lore were two major 

1. The Cicero March (Illinois 1968) 

2, Thc Chicago De ' 
mocratlc Na tional Convention (1968) 
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It was noted by the group that there was a striking contrast between the Cicero March, where the 
police acted as a third force between two opposing groups, and the Democratic Convention, 
where the police essentially were in opposition to demonstrators. 

One of the problems that was evident in usiryg film data for statistical basis for crowd-police 
interactions in general is that the films were probably taken to support a point-of-view. It was 
pointed out that the film could be used as a statistical basis for "micro"· type behavior, e.g., the 
group discussed the point that whenever an individual was being struck with a nightstick, there 
was a tendency to assl.lme the crouch or protective position which protected the abdominal 
n;gions and/or th~ head. 

Another type of "micro" behavior noted in the Cicero March was a lot of verbal taunting when 
opposing groups were separated by police lines. This lends credence to the idea that aggressive 
display behavior is increased where there is a barricade separating the confronting parties. 
However, there were many instances where the control forces were within a few feet of the 
crowd, but there appeared to be no taunting (possibly problem of editing) by the different 
parties. 

At the beginning of the meeting, it was noted that the group could serve to identify what types 
of information would be meaningful to retrieve from the film; that is, the group had been asked 
previously to classify emotional levels, hence the group could identify what overt indicators of 
emotional level could be taken from the film. Some of the indicators proposed were facial 
expression (corners up/co:-nors down), gediculations, and emphatic body movements. It was 
noted that many of the facial txprcs~(Ur1S, espedally in the Cicero March, were totally devoid of 
expression which could be indicative of the problem of quantifying fadal expression from film. 
On the same point, it was mentioned a study had been conducted some years ago where facial 
expressions were related to the emotional content of the situation. Although these findings 
related to the portion of the face which dominated in the interpretation of the situation, it 
appears that this study could have some bearing on the technique of analyzing the film. 

One parameter of behavior proposed for consideration, was the object of the individual's visual or 
audible focus. Th!'. group made little comment on this proposal. Another parameter of behavior 
which received some discussion in the group, however, was the "role" playf'd by individuals; that 
is, in analyzing the film the judgment could be made as to whether an in(;'ividual was acting as a 
group member (chanting, shouting, etc.)' was involved in a simple relationship (comforting an 
injured person), or was acting purely as an individual. 

I t was proposed that members of the group state hypotheses or conjectures, on behavior, 
formulated while watching the film. Once the hypotheses are stated, then specific data could be 
obtained from the film which would either support or deny the hypotheses; the point being that 
rather than listing simple behavioral parameters, those parameters which could be used to test 
hypotheses should be isolated and quantified. Once a set of hypotheses of interest is formulated, 
then a whole group of parameters (for which values need to be recorded) can be identified and 
thus the basis for a meaningful film reduction is established. 

As an example hypothesis, it was proposec;l that, depending upon the distance between a 
nightstick-wielding officer and a threatened demonstrator, the demonstrator would either go into 
a protective stance (short distance) or flee (longer distance). Another proposed hypothesis was 
that the police may be confused between a subject's tendency to go to a protective crouch and a 
struggle to resist control. A third hypothesis was that an overwhelming force in restraining an 
individual would provoke greater crowd (bystander) involvement than would a lesser force. A 
fourth hypothesis was that a massive movement of a police line tended to move the crowd 
(without contact). 
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'!lltldlly there was a tendenc ty of .the Behavior Analys:s Gro . 
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Uti~~i~;Pt~~n~:msouFnd track Withoutt~eu~~~SgC~aeSs an, d dub?ing the sc~~~tn~I~~:r~~Onl/tP, that the 
t/ . or example h a so available) le sound 
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lC crouch Position being hit b~ w, ehn s?meone asked to see anotl w,as of considerable value in 
y a reference t I ' nlg tstlcks as' 1 'let scene showi 

liste!lin~ to Scene °nl~~eb~~~:~e~. PO:ition of file ~~~ ~:~~~~~eato l:he ,list of scene ~i~I:S~~~~~::~ 
apPlopnate scene. Ing or exact position allowed ac,ppro~tn:ate Position, and finall 
Th cess Within a minute Or less to th~ 
. e several scenes of tear ' , 

visual signature of the gassing Incidents gave some im . '. 
course, can be used as an;:~e~~ySp~~~e~eIY effective in d~:;!~~~~gP~~I~md'nary evidence that the 

eSlS and stUdied m emonstrators T[' _ 
[n conclusion the G ore carefully and statistically . lIS, of 
responses to the dif;:;~~t~as asked if th.ey felt that a statistic " . 
effects for specific wea ypes of nOXIOUS stimuli Would at ~ummalY of Individual and cr 
:~:: this Group (~ehavi~~~~~~:i~'cdl~ons) was a definite aff~,~m~:i~~,Y ~l~lp in ~~king estimate~:c;. 
condu~~c;h behavior. identifiers and ot~~~ p~hoUld perform the film anaIY~i~v:;, It ~oes not appear 
review andl extenSive task of "reducing" t/a7fters have been listed one;r t gtoup, but rather 

or Spot-check the "quantificatio l,~ f' m. P,erhaps the Grol:p at a futo perso~s should 
TI n 0 pertrnent scenes lire meeting could 

le current membe f ' 
rs 0 the Behavior Analysis Group are as follows: 

E, B.Shank Op' . T ,eratlons Research A 
echnology Team USA nalyst, Military and Civil' l 

0, O. Egner, Physici;t Mil:t rmy Human Engineering Labo,.;:n aw Enforcement 
U. S. Arm H J ~ ary and CiVilian law E ' ' o~y 

G. W. Shaffe~ C/~r~anl Epngmeering labortllory nfOlcement T ecllnology Team 
H '. '. Inlca sycho/ogist Ph' ' 

opklns University , . D., Head, Psycholog 0 
A. Greenspan, Psychiatrist, y epartment, johns 
L. Rosenthal Socl'al S' ! M,D., Private Practice 
l W' .' clestlst Am ' . 
W· MIl/lams, POlitical Scientist Ba::r~an ~nstlt~te for Research 
W· . Busey, Pathologist, 0, V.M ; e emon~1 Institute 

, BLa~~~:~~~=;erjmental PSYCh~IO~i~:'p~~b~,n~:~:ft~~athoIOgy laboratory 
D. Campbell, Mathemat' ; . , 

Team U S Ar le,an, MilItary and Civilian la 
A. F. Ti~de~~nn 7: ~um,an Engineering laborator; w Enforcement Technology 

, ., ngrneer, AAI Corporation 
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